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Overview

Ubuntu Football is 
a professional 

soccer academy 
with a residence 
and registered 
school. Their 
mission is to 
mentor and 

educate the next 
generation of 
great African 

leaders, society-
changers and 

footballers.

Case Study :: Resource Mobilisation

In March 2017, the CEO and online fundraiser for Ubuntu Football, a
sports and education development organisation based outside of Cape
Town, South Africa, approached Relativ for assistance with building their
resource mobilisation capacity in preparation for fundraising trip to the
US. The potential of the trip was significant - meetings were arranged
with a number of high profile individuals and organisations including the
management and players of the NFL team, the San Francisco 49ers and
the MLS team, San Jose Earthquakes.

A series of mentoring sessions were completed over a
six week period. Fundraising tools and techniques were
shared and in preparation for the trip, detailed plans,
presentations and other collateral were developed for
engaging prospects and leveraging various events
scheduled.

In advance of the trip new videos were produced, a
digital monthly giving campaign was developed
supported by printed elements to provide a series of
access points for supporters for donations and to keep
in touch with Ubuntu and its work.

Build Resource Mobilisation Capacity

Major Donor Relationship Management

Celebrity Fundraising Campaign Planning
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In the words of Shawn Buck, who has
graduated from volunteer Online Fundraiser,
to Partner Manager and now Director of
Development for Ubuntu:

"The trip went so well and because of my
time with Relativ I was confident, prepared
for everything and able to achieve the goals I
set. I completely believe that it wouldn’t have
gone as well without their help. We made
money, we made connections and we were
able to stewarded the relationship with Eric
Reid (the captain of the San Francisco 49ers
at the time) even more."

Since that trip, Shawn has grown
professionally as a person and a fundraising
professional. In addition, the organisation has
been able to develop more a better overall
fundraising strategy.

This training and the trip were starting points
for his career in fundraising, which aided
Ubuntu by launching a move from a small,
startup non-profit to a more effective and
impactful organization. The lessons, themes,
and strategies taught for this trip have helped
inform how Ubuntu operates even today.

Over the past three years, Ubuntu Football has progressed, both in terms of work and its fundraising in
quantum leaps. They went from R4.2 million ($320k) in 2017 to R5.9 million ($452k) in 2018 to R6.5 million
($492k) in 2019. The relationships and network built, the fundraising staff developed, and the strategies
applied all helped lead to these year-over-year increases.

41% Growth in income in 1 year

US$ 320k – 492k in 24 months

Established US donor base

Fast tracked career development
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